
the name Pholus (mother Centaur), but 
contrary to Chiron, Pholus has not 
shown any activity (yet). 

Other minor planets are known to 
move In highly eccentric comd-like or- 
bits much nearer the Sun. One of them, 
(3200) Phaeton (discovered by IRAS in 
1 983 and designated 1983 TB), moves 
in the same orbit as the Gemlnid meteor 
stream. It seems that it is the parent 
body of the materid In this stream. This 
Zs strange, because only a comet, and 
not a solid minor planet, is thought 
to be able to disperse dust along its 
orbit. 

Several comets in well-known orbits 
have been found to disappear from 
view, probably because their source of 
volatlles is exhausted. One of the most 
well-documented cases is that of BUa's 

comet. first discovered in 1E125. It was 
seen to split Into two p i e c ~  In 1846, it 
faded in 1852 and was not seen at dl at 
its predicted return in 1866. When no 
more ice is available on the surface of 
the nucleus of a comet, or if the Sun's 
heat can no longer penetrate through 
the insulating surface to tfie reservoirs 
of be that may still be presmt inslde the 
nucleus, no coma and tail will develop. 
The comet will have become "inactivem 
and its small nucleus will only shine by 
reflected sunlight. This implies that It will 
be very hint and its image, if obsewable 
at all, will from then on be indistinguish- 
able from that of a minor planet. This 
type of object is appropriatety referred 
to as a "dead" or "dormant" comet, 

It is widely believed that at leas? some 
of the minw planets, mrw In curnet-like 

orbits in the inner sofar system, are in 
fact dead comets. It may well be that we 
actually witnessed the dmth throes of 
comet 1949 111, and that its inactive nu- 
cleus was "re-discovered" in 1979 as 
minor planet 1979 VA. It is the first direct 
observation of this kind and R will surely 
stimulate much activity in this Interest- 
ing research field. 

Minor planet (4015) again passed 
through its perihelion in late August 
1992. There is little doubt that il wlll be 
extensively observed during the comlng 
months. Unfortunately, R will be located 
In the northern sky and will not be eastly 
accessible from La Silla. Initial observa- 
tions (IAUC 5585 and 5586, August 14, 
1892) have not revealed any signs of 
activity whatsoever. 
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The Aims of the Survey 
Since we are engaged also in the sp- portant to understand the physical 

A very low resolution spectre tematic study of novae at minimum in mechanisms powering novae and the 
photometric survey of classical novae at 
minimum is of greet interest for a more 
thorough understanding of these ob- 
jects. As it was stressed in a previous 
account (BiancHni et al., 1991), up to 
now only Williams (1983) studied a 
number of spectra of old novae. There is 
therefore a strong need of a systematic 
study of the post-outburst spectra of a 
large number of these objects, in order 
to be able to derive statistical conclu- 
sions. 

With very low resolution spwtroscopy 
we can cover a wide wavelength range 
for many novae at minimum, obtaining a 
statistically meanhgfd sample, and de- 
tect the following features: 
- the slope of the continuum; 
- the ratios of the intensities of different 

emission lines of H, Hel and Hell, all 
meaningful to understand the acere- 
tion mechanbrns; 

- the presence of a nebular spectrum if 
this still exists; 

- sometimes the spectrum of the see- 
ondary; 

- the possible discovery of peculiar 
variabtlities (see Biancllini et al., 
1991). 

other wavelength ranges. especially UV nature of the different systems. 
and X (Bianchini et al. 1991, Orio et al. 
1992), this survey in the optical range Fim becomes an important tool when the 
level of the continua is correlated with The spectral atlas we are building 
that in UV and IR or certain details of the consists atready of 50 different objects, 
optical spectra are used to understand all observed in the range 13000-9000 A. 
the mechanisms of X-ray emission (the In three obsewing runs at the ESO 
typical example is the Hell h4686 line, 1.5-m telescope (Februaty 1991, Da- 
which has been shown by Patterson and cernber 1991, July 1992) we have k n  
Raymond (1984) to be the result of re- able to study 31 novae using a CCD 
processed soft X-ray emission for high detector and the Boller & Chivens spec- 
accretion rates). Moreover, many &- trograph. In addition there are spectra of 
jects were poorly studied at maximum 23 objects taken by Duerbeck in the 
and their classification is uncertain. Us- years 1986-1988 with the same tele- 
ing the ESO 1.5-m telescope, we are scope and B 8 C spectrograph: the ma- 
able to distinguish between the spec- lority was observed with the somewhat 
trum of an old nova and that of a sym- ageing image dissector scanner (IDS) 
biotic star or a red variable up to Mv = instead with a CCD, resulting in a poorer 
20; a proposed classification as dwarf S/N and a lower spectral resolution. 
nova (with long cycle length) instead of However, these observations are useful 
classical nova can be rejected on the In order to establish secular trends h the 
basis of a strong A4886 Hell emission data - e.g. dedining continuum fluxes 
line, which is typical only of classical and decreasing strengths of He I1 emis- 
novae or magnetic CV's and is an indi- sion. Such findings are useful to find 
cator of accretion rates m > 10" g s-' indications for a secular decrease in the 
(Patterson and Raymond 1984). accretion rate, which Is postulatd hy 

A systematic study of classical novae the hibernation hypothesis (Prialnik and 
at minimum is therefore extremely im- Shara 1986, Shara et al. 1986). Accwd- 
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resemble a classical or recurrent nws: 
the only feature was the late appearance 
of emhion Ihes qulte like those of 
dwarf novae (Dueheck 1 977). Moddlhg 
the physical mechanism powering the 
outburst d A62040 and Its associate 
sources has always appearad a 
challenge because there are problems 
both with mass overflow InsWillty mod- 
els implying X-ray W i n g  of the secon- 
dary by the compact object (Hameury et 
al., 1#6,199O), and with disk insfabllity 
models (Mlneshipe and Wheeler, 1989, 
Huang and Wheeler, 1989, Mineshige et 
al., 1991) that need a higher mss trans- 
fer rate to work than the one inferred by 
Fu and Taam (I 989). For a detdled dis- 
cussion see Haswell, 1992. 

Two s p m h  were obtained on Febru- 
ary 18md 19,1991, threeon December 
2, 3 and 4, 1991, and two more at an 
Interval of a few hours on December 5, 
t s91. Although the two spectra of Feb- 
ruary are dike and their slope and 
CharaCt~rjstlCS appear to match those of 
Haswell of November 1987 (see Has- 
well, 1992), the spectrum of December2 
show8 that the flux in the red can de- 
crease significantly and re-increase wt a 
time scale of one day (see Fig. I ,  whetre 
the two spectra were taken at the same 
orbital phase). On Demmber 5, he de- 
crease of the red flux murred again, 
but a second apectlum reappeared 
'normar' again after a few hours. The 
luminosity fluctuations In the red region 
of the spectrum were up to I mag 
(t- arnptitude at longer wave- 
bngths?) and the slope of the con- 
tlnuum totally changed (see Fig. 1). 
Such sudden, irregular vadatians in the 
flux and In the slope of the continuum 

were never noticed before and they 
were not correlated with the orbital 
phase. An explanation for the phenom 
non could be a sudden variation In the 
mass transfer rate, causing a shrinking 
of the disk that appears bluer, but less 
luminous. However, the contribution of 
the disk to the total flux does not seem 
to exceed 15% in any band (Haswell, 
1$92). These results appear therdore 
vwy p d h g  and t h y  should be eon- 
needed also wlth the secondary star, 
which must have undergone some kind 
of imtabillty. For better understanding it 
is undoubtedly n- to study pos- 
sible new spwfral variatbns, monitoring 
the object regularly. This could offer a 
key to understanding the complex 
phsnomerra th& are happening and the 
mechanism that powers the outbursts, 
beaause it is crucial for any model to 
kmw If and how there is variabitity of the 
m transfer rate and what is the rsa- 
ture of the disk. 

Such serendipitous discoveries of 
verriabWty, already known not to be In- 
frequent for c d n  syrnblotics and X- 
ray binaries, can be detected d w  for 
clasical novae during a survey of this 
kind and certainly be meaningful to 
understand the nature of the syslems. 
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Erratum (Wnw 08, p. 2, J u n ~  
1992) 
The 6.5-m MMT msntroned In the llst of 
IbQe telescope pro]edts Is of couw 
I- on Mt, Hcrpklns, not on Mt. 
Graham. 


